
Michael   Sweeney   -   ARUP   
-architectural   engineer,   been   in   practice   for   over   25   years   
-involved   in   energy   analysis   and   utility   costs   for   retrofitted   buildings   
-specialist   in   energy   efficiency   and   retrofitting   
-Ellsworth   Kelly   building   on   campus   -   ARUP   did   electrical   and   plumbing   systems   
-building   was   planned   to   be   in   santa   monica   back   in   the   80s   
-Kelly   is   a   famous   American   artist   (modernist)   -   fan   named   Douglas   Kramer   (hollywood   
producer)   began   to   collect   Kelly’s   art   and   the   chapel   was   meant   to   house   his   art   
-hired   an   architect   and   engineers   for   the   building   in   the   80s   -   mechanical   systems   were   on   just   
one   sheet   of   paper   -   speaks   to   level   of   detail   we   need   now   
-years   later,   ARUP   got   involved   in   the   construction/design   for   the   building   at   UT   
-most   of   the   cooling   and   heating   for   this   building   comes   from   radiators    
-2000   CFM   AHU   on   campus:   size   of   system   is   a   lot   bigger   than   typical   house     
-Duct   system   shows   AHU   and   main   supply   ducts   with   zone   ducts   that   have   dampers   to   allow   
more   or   less   air,   then   there’s   a   radiator   where   hot   water   flows   during   winter   
-UT   has   project   managers   that   work   with   companies   like   ARUP   
-ceiling   diffuser   connection   detail   -   tiny   lights   connected   to   fixture   that   distribute   light   evenly   
-MEP   systems   are   all   above   the   ceiling   lights   -   able   to   give   Kelly   his   vision   
-finished   product:   stained   glass   came   from   germany   -   specific   to   kelly’s   design   
-section   shows   basement   with   totum   and   light   from   ceiling   hiding   all   the   systems   
-air   distributing   overhead,   running   down   walls   and   cools   floor   -   once   it   cools   the   floor   it   returns   
underneath   bottom   of   the   walls   (hidden   not   obvious)   -   wall   lifted   slightly   off   the   floor   (plenum)   
-UT   has   amazing   mechanical   system   -   central   heating/cooling   systems   are   by   24th   
-waste   heat   from   power   turbines   is   turned   into   steam   that’s   distributed   through   campus   
-system   of   tunnels   with   pipes   carrying   chilled   water   with   vaults/interfaces   for   different   buildings   
-Kelly   building   has   no   vestibule   (no   air   lock)   to   keep   raw   air   out   -   exception   from   UT   
-proved   to   the   university   why   they   didn’t   need   vestibule   -   shows   wind   interactions   
-used   CFD   model   to   understand   how   wind   works   with   no   vestibules     
-imports   historical   weather   data   and   local   readings   to   emulate   wind   patterns   
-overall,   they   found   that   Blanton   acts   as   blocker   to   wind   and   adjacent   building   does   the   same   
-the   wind   goes   around   the   Kelly   building   because   of   the   surrounding   buildings’   interactions   
-ARUP   energy   gets   into   just   about   every   aspect   of   buildings   even   outside   MEP   
-education   background:   architectural   engineering   degree   from   Kansas   State   -   able   to   get   out   in   
five   years,   first   job   in   Tulsa   in   mechanical   systems   -   became   specialist   
-moved   to   Houston   and   then   followed   recruiter   to   start   new   firm   in   garage,   one   of   his   first   clients   
was   energy   services   company   that   goes   into   buildings   and   upgrades   financing   abilities   
-point:   many   financial   opportunities   come   from   reducing   energy   consumption     
-got   involved   in   computer   design   systems   that   take   building   usage   and   create   saving   options   
-ended   up   in   a   marketing   position   then   got   a   job   with   ARUP   in   LA   to   develop   energy   group   
-moved   to   Austin   has   been   with   ARUP   for   over   15   years   with   Houston   office   


